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ABSTRACT 
A collaborative effort among U. S. Department of Energy spon- 

sored remote sensing specialists and industry recently culminated 
in the acquisition of hyperspectral data over a new exploration 
target in Dixie Valley, Nevada, U. S. A. Related research at the 
Energy & Geoscience Institute is currently focused on mineralogy 
mapping at the outcrop level. This will be extended to piedmont 
and valley fill soils to detect soil mineral anomalies that may be 
related to buried structures and sinters. Spectral mineral end-mem- 
bers have been extracted and relative mineral abundance maps 
have been created. Papers and data from this project can be found 
at http://wwwS.egi.utah.edu under the geospatial data link. 

Introduction 
A recent collaborative planning effort among several research 

organizations including: Caithness Operating Company, LLC, 
Energy& Geosciences Institute (EGI) at the University of Utah, 
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories, The University of 
California, Santa Cruz, and The University of Nevada, Reno 
led to the recent acquisition of Integrated Spectronics HyMapTM 
hyperspectral data over a new exploration target located several 
kilometers from the current production field in Dixie Valley, Ne- 
vada, U. S. A.. This data has 126 bands covering a range from 
0.4436 pm to 2.4824 pm with full-width half-maximum values 
ranging from 0.01360 pm to 0.02190 pm. New information on 
the mineralogy, lithology, and geologic structure of the area will 
be gained from the interpretation of the HyMapTM data leading 
to a better understanding of the geothermal system and possibly 
new well siting. Current EGI work and this paper is focused on 
mineralogy mapping, specifically hydroxyl and calcium carbonate 
bearing minerals, to develop spectral end-members and relative 
abundance maps to be used in soil mineral anomaly mapping. A 
similar study led to the identification of soil calcium carbonate 

and kaolinite anomalies associated with a covered piedmont fault 
and possibly a buried calcareous sinter near the present Caithness 
production field (Nash and Johnson, 2002). 

Dixie Valley is northeast trending sediment-filled structural 
trough in west-central Nevada, U.S.A. It is bounded on the north- 
west by the Stillwater Range and on the southeast by the Clan 
Alpine Range. Caithness Operating Company, LLC operates a 62 
MWe geothermal power plant located in the northwestern quadrant 
of the valley. Production is related to the Dixie Valley fault zone, 
which lies near the base of the Stillwater Range. The geothermal 
system is of the structurally-controlled deep circulation type that 
is found throughout the Great Basin. 

Methodology 

To effectively map minerals with hyperspectral data, spectral 
unmixing must be done to create relative abundance maps. Re- 
search Systems ENVITM image analysis software was used for 
this purpose as well as other data processing needs thus far in this 
study. ENVITM facilitates unmixing through the Spectral Mapping 
Wizard TM and through the use of several stand-alone algorithms. 
Both methods were tested in this study. 

Atmospheric Correction 

The HyMapTM data underwent atmospheric correction and 
conversion to apparent reflection during post-processing by Inte- 
grated Spectronics before distribution to investigators. 

Data Reduction 

Before spectral unmixing, data reduction was done. As the 
spectra in the HyMapTM data set cover a range which, in part, is 
not necessary to accomplish the current goals of this study, the 
data reduction was indicated. This facilitates faster processing and 
reduces the number of variables for statistical analysis. Therefore, 
the input data were reduced to only those bands falling within the 
2.0ym to 2.5 pm range by spectral subsetting. The reduced data 
set contained bands 98 through 126. 
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Spectral Mapping WizardrM 

The Spectral Mapping Wizardm was tested first. It leads the 
user through the ENVITM hourglass processing flow to automati- 
cally find and map spectral end-members from the hyperspectral 
data. 

The following steps performed by the spectral mapping 
wizard: 
1. Minimum noise fraction (MNF); 
2. Pixel purity index (PPI); 
3. Selection of mineral spectral end-members from the PPI; 
4. Mixture tuned matched filtering. 

These steps are all completed automatically when using Spec- 
tral ~ a p p i n g  WizardTM. 

~ i n ~ ~ u ~  Noise Fraction: The first step in the Spectral 
~ a p p i n g  WizardTM is the ~~ t ~ a n s ~ o r ~  (Green et al,, 1988; 
Boardman and &use, 1994). MNF is used to d e t e ~ i n e  the in- 
herent dimensionality of image data, to segregate the noise in the 
data, and to reduce the co~putational requirement for subsequent 
processing. The MNF transform uses two-cascaded principal com- 
ponents transformations. The first transformation is based on an 
estimated noise covariance matrix. This decorrelates and rescales 
the noise in the data. As a result, the noise has unit variance and 
no band-to-band correlation. The second transform is a standard 
principal components transfo~ation of noise-whitened data. The 
resulting bands of the R/TNF transformed data are ranked with the 
largest amount of variance, and useful data, in the first few bands 
with decreasing data variance and increasing noise in subsequent 
bands until only noise and no coherent image remains. The noise 
bands are not used in the subsequent processing. Noise bands can 
be identified two ways: 

Eigenvalue plot interpretation-once the MNF process com- 
pletes, the MNF eigenvalues plot (Figure 1) shows an eign- 
value for each MNF transformed band (eigenvalue number), 
Larger eigenvalues indicate higher data variance in the trans- 
formed band. When the eigenvalues approach 1 , only noise is 
left in the ~ a n s f o ~ e d  band. Therefore, data is selected with 
eigenvalue numbers with values greater than 1; and 
Data Rimensiona~ty -- data dimensionally is estimated by 
using a spatial coherence measure that is represented in a re- 
sultant plot showing the wizard’s best estimate for the n~mber 
of non-noise MNF bands (Figure 2). 
Pixel Purity I n ~ e x :  The second step is calculation of the PPI 

(Boardman et al., 1995). The MNF transformed data, minus the 
noise bands, are used as input to create the PPI image. The PPI 
image indicates the most spectrally unique pixels. The PPI image 
is an important product in the hourglass process. The PPI image 
and the atmospherically corrected apparent reflectance data set can 
be linked on the computer screen so that, as each potential end- 
member pixel’s spectrum from the PPI image can be viewed and 
further analyzed. Figure 3 shows Dixie Valley apparent reflectance 
image overlain on a PPI image along with a kaoIinite/smectjte mix 
spectral end-rn~rnber that was found using the PPI image. 

~ n ~ - ~ e ~ ~ e r  A n ~ l ~ ~ ~ :  The third step is identi~cation of the 
end-members produced in the PPI image. As mentioned above, 

the spectrum for each pixel with a high value in the PPI can be 
visualized using the apparent reflectance image as necessary. 
Further spectral analysis is facilitated in ENVITM by the Spectral 
AnalystTM tools, including the Spectral Angle Mapper (Ki-use et 
al., 1993), spectral feature fitting (Clark et al., 1990; Clark et al., 
199 I ), and binary encoding (Goetz et al., 1988), facilitate statisti- 
cal matching between an image spectra and a library spectra of 
a known mineral (Figure 4). However, it is up to the analyst to 
determine if the matches are correct. The spectral library used in 
the study was the USGS Digital Spectral Library (Clark et al., 
1993). The Spectral Mapping WizardTM derives end-members 
automatically. 

Mixture tuned inatchingfiltering: In step 4, the end-mem- 
ber spectra selected by the Spectral Mapping WizardTM are input 
into the MTMF algorithm (Boardman et al., 1995) to create end- 
member relative abundance maps. The MTMF results are output 
to a new dataset that contains double the number of bands as 
input e n d - ~ e ~ b e r s .  These consist of a matched filter (MF) score 
bands and infeasibility bands. Figure 5 shows an example of an 
MF and infeasibility band. Where the MF scores are high and the 
infeasibility scores are low one can have a reasonable expectation 
that a given pixel will contain a strong component of the mineral 
used as input. 

Figure 1. MNF Eigenvalues plot example. 

#Threshold LevelfO.02 

Number of bands above t h r ~ ~ h ~ f d  17 

Figure 2. Data dimensionality plot. 
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Figure 3. Kaosmectite spectral end-member overlain on a HyMapTM 
apparent reflection image (top) and a PPI image (bottom). The scattered 
white pixels in the PPI image are those representing unique spectra. 

Figure 4. Spectral Analyst spectral correlation results (top) and image 
spectra stacked with library spectra (bottom) for kaosmectite (kaolinitel 
smectite mix). 

Figure 5. The matched filter score top and infeasibility score on bottom for 
muscovite. 

Results 

After running the Spectral Mapping WizardTM it was de- 
termined that some of the results were unreasonable. This was 
expected. Therefore, the PPI images were examined manually as 
described above. This allowed refinement in the identification of 
the end-members. Eight end-members were identified (Figure 6). 
The end-members were then used as input to the MTMF algorithm 
to produce new relative mineral abundance images. 

After the MTMF is run, scatter plots (Figure 7) are used help 
identify areas of high probability by allowing a visual compari- 
son of the MF score band with its correlative infeasibility image. 
Pixels that fall toward the end of the MF axis, with low infeasi- 
bility scores, are quickly identified. An area of interest can also 
be mapped on the scatter plot. This automatically highlights the 
chosen pixels on the MF image. Maps were produced using this 
procedure for field use. Ground truth will be done in late May 
and early June, 2003. 

Conclusions 
Although this research is still in an early stage, the results 

thus far look promising. The HyMapTM data’s. high spatial reso- 
lution coupled with its hyperspectral properties may make it the 
most useful remote sensing data ever acquired over Dixie Valley. 
Mineral spectral end-members have been identified and relative 
abundance maps have been created. It will, however, require field 
work to verify the results, and it is anticipated that the ground truth 
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Figure 6. MTMF input end-rnembers. These included the following (1) 
Kaolinite (2) Calcite, (3) Illite, (4) Kaosmectite, (5) Montomorillonite, (6) 
Muscovite, (7) Epidote, and (8) Chlorite. 

Figure 7. Scatter plot of an MF band and Infeasibility band. The gray area 
in the lower-right area represents pixel values with a high probability of 
being an end-member mineral. 

will reveal that further analysis is required to improve the relative 
abundance maps. Papers and data from this project can be found 
at ht~://w~w5,egi,utah.edu under the geospatial data link. 
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